
DESCRIPTION 

Durable and washable cloth face mask to give you extra safety. 

Cloth face mask can be used for example instead of scarf and can give extra protection for allergic persons against 

street dust and pollen. 

Use cloth mask when visiting stores and pharmacies and wash after every time you use it. Do not touch the mask 

when wearing it! 

This cloth mask is 90% polyester/10% cotton and it can be washed in 60 degrees. We cannot guarantee that colours 

do not fade over time. 

PLEASE NOTE! Cloth mask does not prevent you from catching the virus, but to some degree it can prevent the 

spreading of the virus. This will to some degree protect the people near you from droplet infection in case that you 

are a symptomless carrier of the virus. 

Instructions: 

 Wash the mask before using it for the first time 

 Wash hands before placing the mask on your face 

 Dress up the mask by grabbing the ear loops 

 Make sure that you can breathe properly when wearing the mask 

 Heart- and cardiovascular disease, asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease may prevent you from 

wearing a cloth mask 

 Keep the mask clean when using it, do not touch it 

 Please not that if the mask gets wet the microbes will penetrate it more easily (recommended to use max for 

1 hour) 

 Undress the mask by grabbing only the ear loops and put it straight into a washing machine or plastic bag  

 Wash the mask in 60 degrees  

Other important notifications of the cloth mask: 

 This mask is not for professional use! 

 Remember that a cloth mask is not a personal protective equipment (PPE). 

 Cloth mask does not prevent you from catching the virus  

 A dirty mask might spread the virus. 

 Using mask in public transport or in shops might prevent you from spreading the virus if you are a 

symptomless carrier. 

 There are more cons than pros if the cloth mask is not used properly 

 Please not that this cloth mask is not an official personal protective equipment (PPE), a respirator, such as 

N95, FFP2, or the equivalent or a surgical mask. 

 The face mask is a preventive measure, and its primary use is to help stop the spread of the coronavirus. It 

does not prevent you from catching the virus totally. 

Material: 90 % polyester / 10 % cotton 

 


